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Who Planned - Monday Accomplished - Friday

Bing Zhang    

Christopher 
Navarro BD

Finish setting up datawolf-dev
Add configuration to Fence to point at 
datawolf-dev
Continue working on DataWolf 3.1 issues

NIST
Restore sandbox clowder VM workflow and 
datasets. An dist-upgrade had unintended 
side effects
Investigate reproducability of VM upgrade
Finish workflow investigation
Version 2 work with building taxonomy tool

MSR - continue purging data from rapid VM

BD
Deferring datawolf setup until we can setup a bd-datawolf-dev vm 
so datawolf-dev can be reserved for testing features/bugs
Reviewed bdfiddle pull request
Submitted PR to add context-path to datawolf endpoint for Fence

NIST
Restored sandbox clowder VM workflow/datasets, upgraded 
clowder to 1.0 and datawolf to latest develop
Attempted to reproduce bug that lost mongo data during dist-
upgrade but was unsuccessful. Local VM upgraded same path 
without issue
Finished workflow review
Worked on writing some python tests to test datawolf in many-job 
scenarios. Compiled rapid for datawolf-dev and started testing job 
launches in various scenarios

MSR - purged data from rapid. Once we can deploy the latest fix to rapid 
there will be no need to continue running the cron job that purges empty 
folders.

Eugene 
Roeder

   

Htut Khine 
Htay Win end-to-end demonstration for the prompt-

processing system 12/20
end-to-end demonstration for the prompt-processing system 12/20
fix some installations and minor bugs 12/21
take the rest of the week as vacation

Indira 
Gutierrez 
Polo

Vacation Vacation

Inna 
Zharnitsky Vacation Vacation

Jing Ge    

Jong Lee    

Kenton 
McHenry NDS DIBBs proposal

BD pull request review
HR

NDS DIBBs proposal
BD pull request review
HR
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Luigi Marini
BD

Play 2.3 / Silhouette upgrade
Design user quotas approach in fence
Review extractors

GLM / IMLCZO
Release geodashboard core
Upgrade GLM / GLTG / IMLCZO production 
machines
Fix flux tower parser

Earthcube
Review GSIS service

Clowder
Release 1.0.1

SEAD
Upgrade production

 

Marcus 
Slavenas vacation vacation

Maxwell 
Burnette vacation vacation

Michal 
Ondrejcek

vacation, Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Tuesday - MWRD internal meeting
vacation

Michelle 
Pitcel IMLCZO

If required or helpful, any further 
documentation updates on Google Docs
Discern issues running the Flux Tower 
parser (IMLCZO-132)
If time allows, start investigating removal of 
data from the Flux Tower parser itself (IMLC

)ZO-131
GLGVO

Remove three layers from the 
application (GLGVO-283)
Add Info Modal to show how data is 
averaged on the detail view (GLGVO-230)
If time allows

Converting the Exploratory Analysis 
Page to use React (GLGVO-282)
Look at Pull Requests

GLM
Further improvements for the Material UI 
components (GEOD-792)
If time allows, look at Pull Requests

IMLCZO
Made documentation updates on Google Docs
Continued working with Luigi concerning issues running the Flux 
Tower parser (IMLCZO-132)

GLGVO
Removed three layers from the application (GLGVO-283)
Added Info Modal to show how data is averaged on the detail view 
(GLGVO-230/GEOD-816)

GLM
Made further improvements for the Material UI components (GEOD-
792)

Omar Elabd
IN-CORE v2 Semantic Service

 

Rob Kooper
Vacation Vacation

Sandeep 
Puthanveetil 
Satheesan

BD
Work on sprint tasks

DEBOD
Work improving cell segmentation
Integrate the recently developed algorithm 
with DEBOD extractor

IARP
Write program for uploading existing 
metadata to Clowder

BD
Worked on sprint tasks

DEBOD
Completed improving cell segmentation using clustering
Completed integrating the recently developed algorithm with 
DEBOD extractor
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Shannon 
Bradley Send 36 month book

finish what I can on BDFiddle User page
Keep plugging away on Business docs
GLTG design meeting
IN-Core Leadership meeting is this week - 
checking with Connie to see if there are enough 
people around to have it

 

Yan Zhao  
BD

pecan dockerize --not finish
GLM

gd3 routing – need more work

Yong Wook 
Kim Building taxonomy web site using REACT

Vacation
Building taxonomy web site using REACT
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